

   







   

  


 

  
  


   



   

FEATURES

Base with Leveling Feet Top Accessory Shelf 18.5x14 

Overall height 120 Inches. 
Monitors mount at 
approximately 64 and 100 
inches to center of monitor

Vertical adjustment of 11.8" for 
each monitor

Two heavy duty sectioned 
carrying case's with shoulder 
strap.

 ULTIMATE IN PORTABILITY

Heavy Duty Padded Zippered carrying case's 
with sections and shoulder strap.

Folding Truss Sections are permanently 
assembled with embedded screws.

Total weight of only 78 pounds
with a weight capacity of 40 
pounds per monitor

Available in Black.
Total stand weighs only 78 lbs.

Supports portrait or landscape for 
either monitor independently

Display size: up to 55 Inch Diagonal 
Maximum Load:  40lbs.     per Monitor

Anodized coating to protect 
surface from scratches

Two heavy duty 
sectioned carrying 
case's with shoulder strap

Bottom of Base Shown with 7 
Stabilizing Feet

Seven individual leveling 
feet provide stability.

Top accessory shelf (18.5"wx14"d) 
for DVD, laptop, signage or video
conferencing camera

EZ Fold Folding Truss Stand 
For flat panel displays between 28-55 Inch Diagonal
The EZ Fold Folding Truss Stand  offers modular light weight anodized aluminum truss sections that 
easily assemble without the use of tools. All assembly screws are embedded in the truss columns and 
are tightened with a few turns. Includes two  universal VESA mounting bracket for VESA 100x100 up to 
400x400.

The EZ Fold Folding Truss Stand  measures 120 inches from the top Accessory Shelf  to the bottom of 
the low profile base.  The assembled stand weighs in at just 78 pounds.

The EZ Fold Folding Truss Stand comes complete with two padded nylon carrying case's 
with shoulder strap. Quick and easy assembly,  Universal VESA bracket, stylish design 
and light weight.  The perfect stand!

Universal VESA mounting bracket for
VESA patterns from 100x100 up to 
400x400

TOP COMPONENT SHELF
Top component shelf (18.5w x 14"d) to hold your 
video conferencing camera, laptop or other 
components while maintaining a clean 
professional appearance.

UNIVERSAL INTERFACE BRACKET
A Universal interface bracket is included for 
mounting patterns from VESA 100x100 up to 
400x400.

PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE
Mounts in Portrait or Landscape. Great for Point 
of Sale displays and Trade Show applications.

FOLDING TRUSS SECTIONS
Our unique folding truss sections are 
light weight but incredibly strong 
and durable. Set-up takes less  than 
10 minutes. Folding Truss Sections 
are permanently assembled with 
embedded screws. 
No more lost parts! Embedded Screws




